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To keep up with the reporting cycle, develop an outline with your team that includes a 

table of contents and rules references. Also, spend the time up front mapping your 

project: plan and assign deliverables, deadlines, and responsibilities. This allows you to 

gain process efficiencies and put time back on the project calendar.

Structure your plans, structure your team2

Take it one step further. Strengthen accountability and collaboration across your entire 

organization while improving your firm’s risk management culture. This new regulatory 

reporting reality is an opportunity to improve your firm’s internal reporting and 

oversight. Lead the way.

Leverage the plan7
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RRP is an ongoing process that will continue to evolve as the regulatory environment 

stabilizes. Given this, it’s important to engage in a dialogue with regulators to fulfill 

reporting requirements and provide the required level of detail in your plan and data. 

With an agile and flexible process, your team stays ahead of the curve.

Plan for change6
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Recovery Resolution

The RRP process provides a unique 

opportunity to strengthen your risk 

culture. With this stronger culture, 

embed RRP activities into your firm’s 

operations to continually improve 

performance. Owning the process 

ensures maximum improvement in 

your risk reporting and oversight. 

Own your process5
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Your recovery and resolution plans tell the story of how you will systematically manage 

your firm during and a�er distress. Beyond regulatory requirements, risk management 

has become a top concern for boards, executives, and shareholders. In a recent study, 

93% of CROs cited they meet regularly with the board or the risk committee.

Building your story3
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Board oversight of risk management 1

Executive ownership required1

Regardless of where RRP responsibility lies within your firm, these reports are ultimately 

reviewed by the Federal Reserve and FDIC. With this level of attention, your plans will 

require executive ownership. The most successful RRP Planning is through joint 

ownership of the CFO and the CRO.
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Synthesizing the information required for your RP requires extensive contribution from 

across your organization. Align teams and create process efficiencies all while 

maintaining stringent cross-team deadlines. Utilizing strong project and data 

management technologies is critical to this success.

Leverage project management practices4
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